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Please use a registered electrician to install the ceiling canopy.

Turn power off before installing the pendant.

Choose appropriate hardware to attach ceiling canopy to ceiling substrate.

Install as per AS/NZS 3000

230 V a.c. 50 Hz only.

Supply earth must be connected to the ceiling canopy earth.

75 Watts MAX / E27 Bulb.

For INDOOR USE only.

Total hung weight must not exceed 5 kg.

SDoC available on request.

Step 3.

Level the pendant
shade to sit horizontal
on the pendant
balancer.

Step 1.

Set the height of the
pendant shade by

adjusting the flex cable
and suspension wire at
the ceiling canopy.

Step 2.

Once the canopy is
securely fixed to the

ceiling substrate, thread
the pendant balancer
through the top of the
pendant shade.

Attaching ceiling canopy to ceiling substrate

Remove circular canopy plate (attached with magnets) to access screw mounts.

Care Instructions

Lineage pendants are intended for use in dry interior environments only.
Prolonged exposure to direct sunlight can result in damage. Clean with a soft
cloth slightly dampened in warm water when the light is switched off. Do not use
solvents or detergents to clean.

Handmade

Because the Lineage pendant is handmade using natural materials, please
expect small variations in weight, size, shape, colour and grain when compared
to promoted products.

Warranty

The Lineage Dome is warranted for two years from date of purchase for failure of
parts. Please note: Some pendant shades may exhibit minor cracks and
fluctuations in form due to the expansion and contraction of materials reacting to
changes in humidity and temperature. Small cracks and shape variations are not
covered by this warranty. However, if you encounter a genuine issue, please let
us know so that we can explore a resolution.


